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INTRODUCTION 

1 My full name is Diane Jean Lucas. I am a landscape architect for the 

company Lucas Associates, based in Christchurch. I founded this practice in 

1979. 

2 I filed a supplementary brief of evidence dated 1 August 2016 in relation to 

responses from tree owners with respect to the proposed rescheduling of 

trees on private land. My evidence also addressed the Christchurch City 

Council’s (Council's) 26 July 2016 “red-line” version of Chapter 9.4 of the 

proposed Replacement District Plan (pRCDP).  

3 My qualifications, expertise and experience and the previous evidence I have 

filed are as set out in those briefs. 

4 I continue to undertake to adhere to the Expert Witness Practice Note as 

identified in my previous briefs of evidence.   

5 I am authorised to provide this rebuttal evidence on behalf of the 

Christchurch Civic Trust and aligned submitters. This rebuttal evidence 

addresses the evidence of: 

5.1 For the Christchurch City Council:  

5.1.1 Ms Jennifer Moore. 

5.1.2 Mr Alan Matheson 

5.1.3 Mr Shane Moohan 

5.2 For the other submitters: 

5.2.1 (#101) Susan McCormack, Anne McCormack, and Christina 

McCormack ; (#11) Robert McCormack. TG 19  Lime -1 Wood 

Lane 

5.2.2 (#12) Tilford Trust, T976 London Plane - 94 Opawa Road 

5.2.3 (#41) Angela Barclay, T938: Lime – 170 Peterborough Street, St 

Lukes Close 
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5.2.4 (#63) Andrea Cayford, T1088: Quercus robur (English Oak) – 35 

Rossall Street 

5.2.5  (#27) C Drayton: T1022: Quercus robur – (English Oak ) – 90 

Park Terrace 

5.2.6 (#39) University of Otago, T954: Pseudopanax crassifolium 

(Lancewood) – 277 Montreal Street 

6 I continue to undertake to adhere to the Expert Witness Practice Note as 

identified in my previous briefs of evidence.   

 

 

 

 

 

Contents 

 

Part 1 – General 

 

Part 2 – Specific Trees 
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REBUTTAL 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

7 I refer to my original evidence in chief (EIC) of 14 December 2015, 

paragraphs 6 – 8, with respect to the importance of trees to the overall 

character of Christchurch.  

8 Section 9.4 of the Replacement District Plan has as its first objective, 9.4.1, 

to:  

“Maintain and enhance the contribution of significant trees …. In relation to i) 

landscape character and amenity”.  

9 Policy 9.4.2.1 addresses identifying and assessing significant trees for 

scheduling:  

a. In order to maintain and enhance their contribution to ….landscape and 

amenity values, identify trees, including groups of trees, as either significant 

or with exceptional values:  

  (iii) amenity 

  (iv) landscape.  

… 

10 Ms Moore’s statement provides the first demonstration of such assessment 

for significance (Appendix A). She has assessed only two individual trees 

(the Manna Gum at 28 Seamount Lane and the Copper Beech at 1 Wood 

Lane) plus one group of trees (the pair of Tulip Trees at 1 Wood Lane).  

11 Overview: Ms Moore utilises an unexplained, and what appears to be an 

alternative assessment method to that used for any other trees listed or 

under discussion with respect to their significance status. Under this, with 

consideration of landscape, she assesses the pair of Tulip Trees as 

“significant”. Yet neither she nor any other expert for the council provides any 

analysis of the relevance of this alternative method, and the applicability of it 

for assessment of the hundreds of other trees de-listed, under discussion or 

to be considered in the future. My concern identified in my E-I-C para.20-26 

remains.  

12 Ms Moore states (para. 1.7) that she utilised two documents for her analysis, 

the first is the STEM guide
1
, a New Zealand tree evaluation method 

                                                      

1
 Flook, R. Sept 1996. A Standard Tree Evaluation Method 
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developed by a landscape architect together with arborists some twenty 

years ago. It remains the standard evaluation method throughout the country. 

However I note Ms Moore utilises alternative criteria for the assessment of 

sample trees for their landscape significance. There is no explanation of the 

criteria used nor of how the scoring for landscape significance, or for 

exceptional significance, is achieved.  

13 In her evidence in chief (3 December 2015) Ms Moore addressed only 

assessment for exceptional landscape attributes. I note that at that stage 

significant and exceptional trees were addressed separately in 9.4, rather 

than as now with exceptional as a subset of significant trees (9.4.2.1).  

14 Neither Ms Moore, nor any other expert for the council, has provided 

evidence regarding the CTEM method now being pursued by the council as 

to its adequacy for landscape assessment to identify significant trees. There 

has been no evidence from any other landscape architects with respect to the 

adequacy or deficiency of the method
2
. In my evidence in chief (14 December 

2015), I provided some analysis of the short-comings of the method. I 

consider the lack of provision by the council of any landscape analysis of the 

CTEM method to be a serious short-coming, and to be entirely unhelpful in 

this process.  

15 Neither in her evidence-in-chief, nor in her recent statement does Ms Moore 

provide any analysis of the appropriateness or adequacy for landscape 

significance assessment of trees in Christchurch of the CTEM method 

developed by Mr Moohan and being pursued by the council.  

16 Addressing landscape and amenity, tree evaluation methods typically assess 

the trees contribution to the setting or context. Ms Moore unsurprisingly does 

not use the CTEM criteria, but assesses the tree/s in relation to “context”.  

17 Mr Moohan’s background report, Appendix 2, stated that “Visual appeal is 

measured by its shape, as shape of the tree is a direct correlation to its visual 

aesthetics.” The method involves percentage intactness as compared with a 

fully intact natural canopy. Ms Moore unsurprisingly does not use this 

criterion in her landscape assessment of the three sample trees, however nor 

does she comment on its adequacy as a threshold criterion in the council’s 

assessment of the hundreds of other trees. As was stated by council a year 

ago in the S.32 (page 24), their chosen method resulted in “the likelihood that 

                                                      

2
 Landscape architects Robert Watson and Tony Milne have provided evidence to this hearing 

(for Westall Trust; Medbury and Science Alive) but have both addressed individual trees only 
and not the council’s assessment methods. 
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most trees have been under assessed for their role in the landscape.” The 

mediated agreement sought to address this deficiency within the constrained 

process available.  

18 CTEM also purports to address “suitability in the landscape”. Mr Moohan 

outlines this at para. 9.93. Ms Moore neither utilises nor comments on the 

adequacy of this criterion to address assessment of a tree’s significance in 

terms of its landscape and amenity attributes as per 9.4.2.1.  

19 As stated by Mr Matheson (29 July 2016,  para. 7.2) In reaching the mediated 

agreement, Council was cognisant that due to the reduced timeframe for 

notification of the proposal, it had been unable to complete the assessment of 

‘exceptional’ and ‘landscape’ values for all trees. On that basis it agreed to 

adjust the schedule in order that trees continued to be protected while the 

assessment of ‘exceptional’ and ‘landscape’ values could be undertaken. As 

explained by Mr Matheson (29 July 2016, para. 1.4 (a)) landscape 

evaluations of trees that potentially had landscape value have not been 

undertaken due to time constraints. It is clear from Mr Matheson’s statement 

that the assessment of landscape values was not confined to potentially 

“exceptional” trees. Neither he nor Ms Moore, nor anyone else for council, 

identify a method which would be used for such evaluation of trees for 

landscape significance.  

20 As Mr Matheson states at para. 4.2, Council's task is to schedule significant 

trees that contribute to residential amenity. The mediated agreement 

provided a compromise approach to achieve this task. The council has as yet 

provided no review, method, evidence nor guidance as to how amenity 

values are to be addressed by their proposed revised method(s), consistent 

with Policy 9.4.2.1.  

21 At para. 7.2 Mr Matheson states that council have reconsidered the 

thresholds “to remove less significant trees from the schedule”. In Para 7.15 

– 7.16 Mr Matheson proposes a move away from the mediated agreement, 

involving minimum structure/health/shape thresholds of 50/50/30, to raised 

health and shape thresholds thus 50/70/50. However neither he nor his 

colleagues provide any analysis as to how adjusting these 3 thresholds would 

address landscape and amenity significance.  

22 Ms Moore’s original EIC addressed only exceptional trees. Her recent 

statement is confused in this regard. Her summary para. 3.3 states that she 

has used CTEM to address trees displaying “exceptional significance to a site 

and landscape”. Then at para. 5.7 and Appendix A (ii) page 4 she assesses 
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trees as “significant”, rather than meeting an exceptional threshold. Given 

Policy 9.4.2.1, this change in landscape assessment is appropriate. However, 

as outlined in the S.32 (pages 31, 59 and 65) the CTEM method for 

exceptional landscape evaluation involves scoring only:  

a.  “Feature”,  

b. “Shape”, and,  

c. “Contribute to Heritage Setting.”  

23 These are not the criteria Ms Moore has utilised for her landscape 

assessment, and that decision is supported as they are assessed as 

inadequate.  

24 Ms Moore states that she utilises the Landscape Evaluation under STEM+ 

technical report, from the STEM+/CTEM methodology. I have reviewed this 

and the STEM manual she refers to. The criteria and approach she utilises 

appears quite different from either of these, but is unexplained, for example 

as to whether it is quantitative or qualitative. The seven landscape criteria Ms 

Moore utilises to assess individual and tree groups as to their significance, 

including triggering exceptional value, are stated (Appendix A ) to include:  

 

a. Context 

b. Role in Setting 

c. Stature 

d. Visibility of Tree 

e. Proximity of other trees 

f. Climatic influence 

g. Landscape Significance. 

 

25 The seven criteria Ms Moore utilises have the potential to contribute usefully 

to the assessment of landscape and amenity significance as required by the 

Replacement District Plan. Whilst in her summary, Ms Moore states (para. 

3.3) that landscape assessments utilising the CTEM method were 

undertaken to identify trees of exceptional significance, I have been unable to 

locate these assessments in her evidence. Instead I note the assessments 

undertaken in Appendix A utilise her alternative method, but no comparison is 

provided. Also, I note she appropriately assesses trees for their landscape 

significance and not only for their exceptional significance.  
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26 The 4 trees that Ms Moore assesses (Appendix A) for landscape significance 

using her alternative method are:  

(i) Copper Beech  at 1 Wood Lane    T 385   ID 3496  

(ii) Tulip Tree pair/group at 1 Wood Lane  TG 19     ID 3627 & 3628 

(iii) Manna Gum  at 28 Seamount Terrace T 1108   ID 4838 

27 Considering the CTEM method addressing arboricultural aspects, these 4 

trees were scored:  

(i) Copper Beech  70/70/70 total 1010  

(ii) Tulip Tree pair  50/70/50 total 910 

(iii) Manna Gum   50/50/50  total 830 

28 That is, as per the mediated agreement, with minimum scores of 50/50/30 all 

four trees are rated as significant and thus listed.  

29 Ms Moore assesses that with respect to considering landscape significance 

these trees can be rated:  

(i) Copper Beech Exceptional Significant (para. 5.2) 

(ii) Tulip Tree pair Significant    (para. 5.7) 

(iii) Manna Gum Not significant   (para. 5.9) 

30 Whilst Ms Moore assessed the Tulip Tree group as rating significant (para. 

5.7), Mr Matheson conversely states (para. 10.11) that Ms Moore concludes 

the Tulip Tree pair should be removed. This is also his conclusion. I also note 

the Tulip Tree pair exceeds the MA thresholds to meet the council’s proposed 

raised thresholds of 50/70/50. I am uncertain how Mr Matheson finds Ms 

Moore’s assessment concluding they have landscape significance to mean 

they should be removed from the listing. I note that the Manna Gum scoring 

met the MA threshold (50/50/30) but also meets the council’s proposed 

revised thresholds (50/70/50) due to Mr Moohan having upgraded its health 

to 70 (see his EIC paragraphs 9.82 and 9.86). In Part 2 I address my 

concerns with Ms Moore’s assessment of this Seamount Avenue tree.  

31 In summary, the Council officer recommendations for Ms Moore’s 4 sample 

trees are:  

(i) Copper Beech list  (Moore, Moohan, Matheson) 

(ii) Tulip Tree pair list  (Moore, Moohan);      remove  (Matheson) 

(iii) Manna Gum list  (Moohan, Matheson); remove (Moore) 
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32 I do not address the Copper Beech as it was proposed for scheduling in the 

notified pRCDP and so not covered by the Mediated Agreement. The other 

three trees are addressed below in Part 2 of this rebuttal along with fourteen 

other representative tree examples. 

Part 2 – Specific Trees 

A TREE GROUP ASSESSMENT 

33 The CTEM methodology provides for trees to be assessed as groups. 

However few of the city’s trees have been addressed in this way. Initially I 

address the 2 trees considered by Ms Moore.  

1 Wood Lane. Tulip Tree pair  TG19:         CTEM scores  50/70/50  total 910 

(#101) Susan McCormack, Anne McCormack, and Christina McCormack. (#11) 

Robert McCormack. 

34  As stated above, Ms Moore’s landscape assessment addressed the context, 

role in the setting, the visibility of the trees, and their landscape significance. 

Whilst it is unclear whether in her alternative method she uses a quantitative 

approach or not, the CTEM assessment scores a trees “location” and 

“visibility”. Under CTEM, the Tulip Tree pair at 1 Wood Lane were each rated 

only 30% for both visibility and location due to the formulaic method (CCC ID 

3627 and 3628). However under her method, and addressed as a group, Ms 

Moore finds them of landscape significance (Appendix A and para. 5.7). From 

my assessment I support her findings.  

35 As I addressed in my EIC, the CTEM method rates the street address 

regardless of the tree’s context. Whilst very high profile trees at the junction 

of Deans and Hagley Avenues and Fendalton Road, as is recognised by Ms 

Moore, the Tulip Tree pair are rated at 30% for visibility by CTEM because of 

the low rating automatically applied to trees in a cul-de-sac address.  

36 Thus, whilst the Tulip Tree group TG 19 is rated as having landscape 

significance, and both met the revised scoring (50/70/50), Mr Moohan at 

para. 9.41 proposes they remain listed, but Mr Matheson (para. 10.1 and 

schedule page 162) proposes they be de-listed. Mr Matheson’s schedule at 

page 244 states the pair be “removed” with the reason being to “see Alan 

Matheson’s evidence”. I can find no explanation.  
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37 For the council there is a landscape assessment supporting recognition of 

these trees’ significance and their arborists’ assessments support the listing 

through their scoring. Mr Matheson’s conclusions cannot be supported.  

28 Seamount Lane   Manna Gum  Eucalyptus viminalis  T 1108    ID 4838 CTEM 

score was 50/50/50   Total 830 points 

38 The focus of an earlier submission, I previously viewed and provided 

comment on this tree which meets the mediated agreement thresholds.  

39 Under the revised proposal (Option 5, 50/70/50), the tree would not have met 

the Health score. However in March Mr Moohan reassessed the health to 70. 

As he outlines (para.9.95) he recommends this tree remains listed.  

40 In March Ms Moore assessed the Manna Gum (Appendix A iii). She 

assesses that the tree “provides distinctive character to the surrounding 

landscape”. However, as there are kowhai trees planted on the site, she 

asserts they will eventually emerge and “assume that role” of the Manna 

Gum.  

41 She assesses the Manna Gum scores only 10 for Landscape Significance 

“due to the character it adds to its location” but the significance is down-

graded as “the species is well represented in the neighbourhood”. 

Interestingly the Copper Beech at 1 Wood Lane was rated 50 for Landscape 

Significance “due to the character it adds to its location and the number of 

Copper Beech trees within the locality.”  

42 The Manna Gum is a substantial tree, being some 21 metres high and up to 

18 metres across. It is its scale that makes it so distinctive on the ridge top. 

The tree emerges on the summit as viewed from the coast below and from 

neighbouring ridges. The kowhai that have been planted will scarcely achieve 

a third to a half of this stature. In my opinion in this location, the kowhai will 

not assume the distinctive landscape character that is provided by the Manna 

Gum. Ms Moore’s assessment is not supported.  

43 In addition, in my opinion, for Ms Moore to suggest that a landowner establish 

much smaller-growing substitute trees that are somehow to replace an 

existing substantial and sound tree provides a very worrying precedent for 

other listed trees in the city.  

44 From the arboricultural assessment the Manna Gum scored 50/70/50 and 

thus meets the council’s proposed revised thresholds. The retention of the 
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Manna Gum is supported by Mr Moohan. Addressing its landscape value, I 

assess this tree to be significant. Continued listing is appropriate.  

45 However Mr Matheson proposes (pages 158 and 224) that the Manna Gum 

be removed from the listing. At page 224 he states it “Does not meet new 

criteria and no identified exceptional values”. As I have outlined above, the 

Manna Gum scoring 50/70/50 does meet the criteria. In addition I assess that 

it is of landscape significance. There is no provision in the council policy or 

scheduling method to allow for establishment of alternative trees 

accompanied by de-listing as is seemingly assumed by Ms Moore. Mr 

Matheson takes no cognisance of the landscape significance, despite the 

provision in Policy 9.4.2.1, nor of the arboricultural scoring. His 

recommendation is not supported.  

OPAWA ROAD 

46 FrontYards Opawa Road  86 – 92 – 94  Large trees fronting a series of 

properties are impressive and together contribute importantly to the Opawa 

landscape experience. The plane tree at 94 Opawa Road, on the Locarno 

Street corner, is next door to two large lime trees, plus the Camperdown elm 

set back between, and then several doors along, the large lime at 86 Opawa 

Road close to the boundary with 88. This series of grand deciduous trees 

have landscape significance. In my opinion, retention of the series is 

important. 

47 T 261 86 Opawa Road Lime  ID 2748  70/70/70 

T 262 92 Opawa Road Lime ID2755  70/70/70 

Complementing the Plane at 94 on the Locarno corner, the substantial Lime 

trees that extend along the street frontages from 92 to 86 Opawa Road are 

collectively very important in the landscape. They contribute highly to the 

important character of the area. If meeting the mediated agreement 

thresholds for health and structure, this series should all be scheduled to their 

landscape significance. The schedule currently includes three of the series, 

the Lime at 86, a Lime to the west on 92, and, the Plane at 94. All three 

should remain listed. Scoring 70/70/70, I understand the Lime at 86 is not 

challenged.  
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 [In Mr Matheson’s statement there appears some confusion between the 

street front trees including the listed Lime at the front boundary (T 262) and 

the Camperdown Elm (T 975) set back toward the house.] 

48 T976 94 Opawa Road   London Plane             ID 2751 50/70/50 

 (#12) Tilford Trust   Platanus x acerifolia  

 

On the corner of Locarno Street, the large plane tree provides considerable 

landscape character and amenity to an important Opawa road corridor. It 

contributes very substantially to the character of the landscape context. On 

the street corner the plane tree, complemented by the large deciduous trees 

on the nearby frontages to 92 and 86 Opawa Road, together contribute 

importantly to landscape and amenity. I assess the plane tree to have high 

landscape significance. Also, as the tree meets both the mediated and 

council’s revised thresholds, it is appropriate it be retained listed.  

49 The Plane is located south east of the house. I have observed this house 

from the street even on a sunny winter’s day and did not observe 

excessive shade. Mr Matheson states (para.10.12) that he concurs with Mr 

Moohan that due to the level of shading the tree is recommended to be 

removed from the schedule (Matheson page 156). I note the council has 

not as yet assessed the tree for landscape significance. From my 

assessment, I disagree with Messrs Matheson and Moohan and, given it 

meets the revised threshold score of 50/70/50 I recommend the tree 

continue to be listed.  

BackYard Walnut Trees   82 – 88 Opawa Road  

50 A series of walnut trees are located behind houses along the same Opawa 

Road street block. The front and rear yard trees together contribute important 

landscape character. Significant walnut trees are located in the rearyards at 

82 and 88 Opawa Road.  

T972   82 Opawa Road  Walnut   TS 2738  50/70/50 

T973  82 Opawa Road   Walnut  TS 2747  50/70/70 

T974   88 Opawa Road   Walnut  TS2749  50/50/50  
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51 The arboricultural scores show the three walnut trees all met the mediated 

agreement thresholds for protection. However I understand the health of the 

walnut tree at 88 has deteriorated (T974) (Sard, paragraph 3.35). The series 

of walnut trees together contribute importantly to the landscape character of 

this long-established and spacious residential area. The trees appear above 

and between the various buildings as viewed from both Opawa Road and 

Ensors Road. Due to their landscape significance, and meeting even the 

revised council thresholds, retention of the two walnut trees at the rear of 82 

Opawa Road is sought.  

52 Latimer Square 

53 234 Hereford Street, Transitional Cathedral. 

53.1 T 761   Lime Tilia x europaea  ID 3317   50/50/70   total   

790 

53.2 T 762   Pin Oak   Quercus palustris  ID 3329   50/50/70    total  

850 

53.3 T 759   Magnolia grandiflora   

54 As identified by Mr Matheson (page 150) the owners, represented by the 

Church Property Trustees, are “Happy for trees for be added back to the 

schedule”. At page 195 he states for each of the three trees listed “Does not 

meet new criteria and no identified exceptional values; Note that owner 

supports listing.” 

55 The Pin Oak on Madras Street is a very impressive tree contributing 

importantly to the entry to Latimer Square. Around the corner beside the 

entry to the Transitional Cathedral, the Lime is statuesque and contributes 

importantly to the landscape and amenity of the Transitional Cathedral and its 

association with Latimer Square. With the dominating one-way street system 

turning around the Cathedral site, the deciduous trees provide a very 

important role in helping to somewhat separate and contain the street and 

traffic. 

56  As previously for the former St Johns Church located here, the Pin Oak and 

Lime provide a setting for the Cathedral. In addition, a third tree at the 

eastern end of the Hereford frontage, the Magnolia provides further visual 
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interest, scale and amenity to the site. Although all three trees were protected 

under the mediated agreement, Mr Matheson (page 195) recommends the 

trees all be removed. 

57 The CTEM assessment stated the Lime and Pin Oak had “poor suitability”, 

presumably referring to the utilitarian “suitability in the landscape” CTEM 

criterion. However they appear entirely suitable in this landscape context. 

Also it appears there has as yet been no assessment of their significance 

with respect to landscape and amenity attributes. Given the importance of the 

site and significant landscape and amenity contribution they make, and the 

support of the owners, the proposed de-listing is not supported.  

58 Together the former St Johns site trees cue to the heritage in this place. They 

assist very considerably in maintaining and enhancing the amenity and 

landscape. In my opinion the owners recommendation should be upheld and 

the tree listings retained. 

NATIVE TREE 

T 954 277 Montreal Street    Lancewood  Pseudopanax crassifolium  
50/50/50  total  650  

(# 39) University of Otago (Murray Brass) 

A lone specimen close to a walled boundary, but some 11 metres high, this is 

a very substantial and old lancewood tree.  

Located within the natural Dry Plains Ecosystem of this area of Central 

Christchurch, the tree cues to the underlying nature of this place. Nearing a 

century old, it is an important and symbolic tree of which the University of 

Otago could be proud and respectful. Whilst not visually prominent, it is a 

fascinating specimen that is publicly visible and contributes to the natural 

identity of the city.  

The Lancewood met the three Mediated Agreement thresholds.  But Mr 

Matheson states (page 211) that it “Does not meet new criteria and no 

identified exceptional values” I have seen no assessment for exceptional 

ecological or botanical value, as is to be addressed under Policy 9.4.2.1. 

Therefore it is inappropriate for a planner to suggest that as it does not meet 

the elevated arboricultural scores they seek, the tree should be de-listed.  
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This elegant old native tree located in the central city contributes to the scant 

local biodiversity. In my opinion the tree should remain listed. 

59 35 Rossall Street. Oak. T1088. Quercus robur – English Oak  ID 3611   

50/70/70  total 890     (Sard July 2016  50/70/50) 

(#63) Andrea Cayford  

Rossall Street is a busy but appealing route due to the landscape character 

to which some large trees provide an important component. The large oak at 

35 Rossall Street  is located near the Holmwood Road shops and opposite 

Rangi Ruru School. There is considerable pedestrian activity in the area. The 

oak forms  a grand landmark and contributes importantly to the Rossall-

Holmwood intersection node. The tree appears well-managed and provides 

considerable landscape value to the neighbourhood.  

Mr Thornton assesses that with the very high visibility of the tree it should 

remain listed. Having reassessed the tree, Mr Sard (para. 3.125, 3.128) 

indicates that the tree would appropriately remain listed. Messers Moohan 

(9.12 – 9.16) and Matheson (para. 10.28) recommend the oak be de-listed to 

allow removal to avoid residential shading. However there has been no 

assessment of the landscape significance of this tree and their removal 

recommendation in my opinion cannot be supported. 

25.  Manchester – Kilmore Street   St Lukes Church  

T 585     Street Corner Dutch Elm Ulmus x hollandica ID 3335 50/50/50 

T 583      Lime Tree by Belfry      Tilia x europaea      ID 3330  70/70/70  

The former substantial St Lukes Church at 248 Manchester Street was the 

second church to have stood on this prominent central city site. A 

combination church and health facility is to be built there. The large Dutch 

Elm on the Kilmore-Manchester corner is a local landmark and it cues to the 

church site and the original church site entry. With the lime tree and belfry 

nearby together provide important character and cue to the century or more 

of church presence on this site. Around 20 years ago the church 

complemented the corner Dutch Elm tree with further elm plantings nearby 

along Kilmore Street that will in another 50 or more years provide some 

similar stature.  
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60 Currently scheduled, both the Dutch Elm and The Belfry Lime are protected 

by the Mediated Agreement. I understand the site owners have not requested 

de-listing. Yet if the score thresholds are raised, as I understand is proposed 

by Mr Matheson, the major elm tree would cease to be in the schedule. Yet it 

contributes importantly to local landscape, amenity and heritage, and I 

understand no assessment has yet been undertaken to address landscape, 

amenity or heritage significance as per Policy 9.4.2.1. The listing of both 

trees is recommended.  

61 T 938  St Lukes Close Lime Tilia x europaea  ID 3347    50/70/50  830 total 

170 Peterborough Street   or  5/250 Manchester Street 

(#41) Angela Barclay 

The Lime is located close alongside Manchester Street at St Lukes Close, a 

complex of townhouses developed some twenty years ago by St Lukes 

Church. A prominent local feature, at the time of the apartment construction 

locals expressed concern for the listed tree and its care was assured. Linking 

to the Belfry Lime, the trees visually connect the St Lukes complex that 

extends the length of the block from Peterborough to Kilmore. 

The significant Lime that stands close to the Manchester Street frontage to 

the townhouses contributes importantly to local heritage and landscape. It 

meets the various thresholds and retention on the schedule is supported.  

62 Park Terrace Oaks 

Whilst adjoining the Avon corridor and Hagley Park, the built frontage to Park 

Terrace does not have a proliferation of large trees. Two large oak trees form 

landmarks in the street, that at 90 Park Terrace and at The George Hotel 

complex.  

63 T1021    54 (or 48) Park Terrace. ID 3298  The George Oak  50/70/70   

I addressed this tree in some detail in my evidence in chief (including 

Appendix A, pages 2 -3). It is a very important tree on Park Terrace and in 

my opinion should remain listed. I understand the tree does meet both the 

mediated and the potentially revised thresholds. In addition, under CTEM the 

tree has been entirely under-assessed for landscape significance. However 

Alan Matheson (page 183) states “Remove” “Does not meet new criteria and 

no identified exceptional values”. 
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64 T 1022    90 Park Terrace  Oak   Quercus robur  ID 3299   50/50/70 total 910 

 # 27  Catherine Drayton 
 

The large oak at the front of 90 Park Terrace is an important landmark and of 

high landscape significance on this important river and park-side corridor. 

The tree has a distinctive form (refer photo on the cover of my Appendix A, 

December 2015). With few large trees in the built up vicinity, the statuesque 

tree on the east side of Park Terrace, on the outside of the gentle road curve, 

means it contributes importantly to the landscape context. In my opinion it is 

of very high landscape significance.  

With the 50/50/70 rating the tree is protected by the mediated agreement but 

not by the council’s proposed changed thresholds. Mr Matheson (page 216) 

states “Remove” “Does not meet new criteria and no identified exceptional 

values” However I understand there has been as yet no assessment of the 

landscape significance of the tree. Inclusion of the 90 Park Terrace Oak in 

the plan schedule would in my opinion be appropriate.  

 

 

Dated 5 August 2016 

 

 

Diane Jean Lucas 
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